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Exploring the WCMER’s 
Potential for a National Focus  
During the October 2022 WEDA meeting, attendees discussed aspects of the 
WCMER program review and directives from WCMER Extension Directors which 
require WEDA input. Many questions arose relating to the WCMER’s potential for 
expanding to a national focus. The WCMER was asked to prepare a white paper on 
some of the questions raised and possible strategies and objectives, including: 
• costs and revenues, 
• what the Western Region may lose if the WCMER’s focus is no longer the 

West, and  
• WCMER’s relationship with NUEL. 

Costs & Revenues 
The need to increase revenue, beyond the current in-kind staffing contribution from 
WSU and membership dues, to cover increased costs of an expanded focus, is 
rooted in findings and recommendations in the report (emphases added): 
 
• Currently, the center is very understaffed and under-resourced for its mission 

(p19) 
 

• The opportunity here is vast, both for the center and for Extension, but it 
requires a transformative leap, in focus and subject and professional 
development. The center could provide the capacity for urban Extension offices 
to respond to the urgent and growing needs of metropolitan areas, but only if 
they can create the capacity for themselves first. (p26)  
 

• With additional staffing, funding could be pursued through grants, funded 
projects, and pilot programs. (p22) 
 

• Beyond the staffing discussions above an ideal staffing model would include: 
o An individual dedicated to research support, including pre/post award and 

potential co-PI management,  
o An external relations liaison (focusing on other urban-serving institutions),  
o An internal relations liaison (focusing on NUEL, ECOP, ESCOP, NIFA), 
o Program manager (to manage program development and delivery) and a  
o Center director (to interface with the advisory board, Cooperative Extension 

System Directors, and provide overall leadership to center activities.) (p25) 
 
These findings and recommendations are consistent with the dilemma facing other 
programs with growth opportunities – whether to increase the staffing to seek more 
funding or increase the funding to support increased staffing. This leaves the center 
with a few options in how to proceed: 

1. Target grant opportunities in a specific subject area that can build staffing for 
both the subject matter and to support some of the core functions detailed in 
the report. The pursuit of the EPA Technical Assistance Center grant is an 
example of this approach. However, while we were successful in building a   
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team for this application, it required a lot of center staff time at the expense of any other center 
activities, thus having a high risk-reward balance. If seen as the primary option, this approach 
would likely result in a singular focus of chasing grant opportunities at the expense of the other, 
well received center activities (e.g fellowships, professional development). 

2. Have the center focus on leadership and support staffing roles and rely on member institutions to 
provide in-kind content expertise to lead the development of focus areas for the center. This is a 
strategy that the center starting pursuing prior to the program review. It would require clear 
communication and support that working for the center is part of, not and addition to, their FTE.  

3. Work with a development officer (from a member institution or potentially Extension Foundation 
staff) to target external funding sources (foundations, corporations, federal agencies, or entities 
like the National League of Cities) to support core funding to develop programming and research 
on aligned mission areas. 

4. Expansion of WCMER membership could support incremental growth in revenue but would 
require a much larger membership base, inclusive of non-LGU urban serving universities, or 
higher membership fees to generate sufficient revenue to address staffing and programming as 
articulated by the review.  

 
Clearly, these strategies are not mutually exclusive, but some rely much more on the small existing center 
staff to pursue and develop versus adding new capacity to the center. Additionally, to support the breadth 
of activities articulated in the review, positions with additional expertise, would need to be in place (e.g. 
program evaluation; IT/Web development; Communications). Expansion to a national center could 
include the development of a business plan including a strategic, incremental staffing plan encompassing 
revenue growth to support and sustain a ‘programmatic’ staffing plan while also building out the ideal 
staffing plan described in the review.  

What would the Western Region lose if the focus is no longer the West 
As I (Brad) understand it, an important reason for creating the center and keeping it housed in the West 
was to allow for a level of nimbleness and autonomy that would not be achievable if created within 
ECOP. This perception was also noted by review survey respondents, “Several pointed out how WCMER 
is smaller and nimbler than NUEL, and more readily able to engage in research and support scholarly 
pursuits.”(p 28). Minimizing a potential loss to the West is less about maintaining a programmatic focus, 
and more about ensuring the founding organizational principles and mindset of WCMER are maintained. 
 
The West may have much to gain from a national approach. Many of the non-western LGUs are also 
urban-serving universities and, related, have colleges and departments that can support urban research and 
extension not available in western LGU’s (e.g. urban planning departments, schools of public health).  
 
There are several options to ensure that the center retains a Western influence on the direction, topics, and 
issues it addresses: 

• Structure any advisory body or liaison to ECOP and ESOP to be led by a Western director or 
have more Western seats on the body. 

• If the center retains a membership aspect, ensure Western states participate by having existing 
members articulate the benefits and help recruit new Western members. 

 
The true challenge for WEDA and the center is how to position the center nationally, and how to 
nationally position Extension with external partners (see discussion about relationship with NUEL below) 
while remaining nimble and agile. This issue / potential loss is also at the heart of the implementation step 
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provided in the WCMER Directives Document related to exploring with ECOP if WCMER/NUEL should 
be a more united national effort versus clarification of roles. There are those in ECOP who feel the 
relationship should be of one where a national center would take direction from NUEL as to prioritization 
of topics and activities the center would pursue, as opposed to the center and NUEL working 
collaboratively and leveraging each organization’s strengths.  

Relationship with NUEL 
Some of the opportunities for the center put forth in the review could be accomplished through a closer 
alignment between the center and NUEL. At the December 2022 NUEL steering committee meeting, 
there were several opportunities to discuss the relationship between NUEL and the center: 

• Brad shared the numerous references to the NUEL-WCMER relationship, role of each, and the 
directives of taking the center national and strengthening the connection with NUEL with the 
NUEL chair and vice chair. 

• Brad was allowed to present to the attendees about the WCMER, the review, and the directives 
relating to a national center and relationships with NUEL. 

• During the meeting, NUEL decided to undertake a strategic re-organization to allow them to be 
more program delivery focused, having achieved a founding goal of positioning urban Extension 
within the Extension organization. A working group was set up to focus on a new structure for 
NUEL while also incorporating how NUEL would collaborate with WCMER’s move towards a 
national center. Brad is a part of this working group.  

The review report articulates in several places how NUEL and a national center can work collaboratively, 
building on existing strengths to support Extension’s work in urban communities – both in traditional 
Extension programming while also being the tip of the LGU ‘spear’ through applied research and 
research-informed program development:  

• Broadly, responses suggested the center’s value-add is that it can catalyze activities that advance 
important priorities for urban Extension, and NUEL is highly influential internally for 
Extension… The center is considered a research-generating entity with an emphasis on building 
partnerships, gathering data, and disseminating information. (p28) 

 
• NUEL has positioned itself as an internal-focused Extension network while WCMER can position 

itself as a national provider of urban Extension applied research, educational programs and 
professional development opportunities rooted through strong external partnerships. (p33) 

 
• The difference between these two entities can be thought of as WCMER focusing on capacity 

building, collaborating on research and extension projects with member institutions, and 
disseminating information on metropolitan issues and promising practices across the system. 
NUEL focuses on developing internal support for Extension professionals who work in 
metropolitan contexts. An interviewee shared, “NUEL looks and works inward while WCMER 
works more outwardly and strives to provide strategic value to external partnerships bringing 
CES [Cooperative Extension System] and broader LGU's [land-grant institutions] to the table 
as the resource to meet needs and find solutions to community issues.” (p9) 

 
The concept of positioning the center as a national metropolitan research and extension center that 
focuses on innovation and can leverage and lift up an urban extension ground force (supported by NUEL) 
is a powerful model. Some preliminary conversations with the Extension Foundation leadership indicate 
this relationship between a national center and NUEL would be a value add to their mission of helping to 
open new funding sources for the system because the Foundation lacks the subject expertise the center 
and NUEL have to develop and or deliver on new opportunities.  
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